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Abstract—The proliferation of multimedia applications and
services increased the demand on data and the requirement
by operators to improve the experience of their users. This
has motivated the extension of cellular technologies, such as
Long Term Evolution (LTE) toward using the unlicensed bands.
However, the nature of these bands poses a challenge since there
is uncontrolled interference from other coexisting transmissions.
We discuss in this paper the issue of efficient coexistence of
LTE operators in the unlicensed bands through an optimization
framework that is based on performance metrics obtained
using stochastic geometry. The proposed optimization framework
allows for obtaining optimized network topologies that maximize
the benefit of LTE operators looking to deploy their networks in
the unlicensed bands.

Index Terms—LTE, LAA, Stochastic Geometry, Unlicensed
Band, Optimization, Network Planning, Co-existence.

I. INTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORK

The fast development of web-enabled devices such as smart-

phones along with social and multimedia services is pressuring

network operators and device manufacturers throughout the

world to look forward to increase the capacity of their cellular

networks and upgrade it to the fifth generation (5G) [1]. The

fundamental way to increase the capacity of the network is

to utilize more bandwidth. However, the licensed spectrum

is already very occupied, and hence, there is a need to seek

alternative solutions. One solution is to utilize the unlicensed

spectrum where the amount of available spectrum is compa-

rable to or exceeds the amount of the licensed spectrum [2].

Initially, the unlicensed bands below 6 GHz, specifically

those located around 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz, are considered.

The 2.4 GHz ISM (Industrial, Scientific, and Medical) band

is already crowded by a large number of devices and tech-

nologies. Hence, the 5 GHz bands were considered by LTE

release 13 to address the potential coexistence with other

legacy technologies such as WiFi. [3]. In this context, LTE was

referred to as Licensed-Assisted Access (LAA) LTE. The LAA

design should enable the fair coexistence between WiFi and

LAA, and a fair coexistence between different LAA systems

as well [4]. Several related regulations were foreseen by LTE

release 13 [5], such as (i) Listen Before Talk (LBT) MAC-

layer operations for fair coexistence with contention-based

MAC protocols, and (ii) limitations on transmission power

(23/24 dBm in Europe/U.S. for indoor usage). The former

feature is likely more important since in Europe and Japan the

regulations for the utilization of the unlicensed bands require

LBT. On the other hand, given that the latter feature makes

LAA more suitable for indoor usage and that a major part of

the traffic demand is generated indoors, LAA will undoubtedly

play a key role in 5G [6].

Many research works have studied the coexistence of LTE

and WiFi in the unlicensed bands, and discussed several

LAA coexistence mechanisms. In addition to LBT [7], these

include time and/or frequency domain based mechanisms (e.g.,

dynamic channel selection [8]), duty cycled transmissions [9],

and power control [10]. Although these studies have shown

that, while achieving fair coexistence with WiFi, LTE may be

slightly affected by WiFi in some scenarios. Moreover, there

may be significant performance degradations resulting from

LAA inter-operator interference when deployed in the same

area [11], [13].

This paper contributes to the fundamental understanding of

the coexistence of LAA operators by using an optimization-

based network planning framework that deals with efficient

cell deployments. Although, the approach in [12] allows for

computing optimized network topologies, it addresses only

LTE-WiFi coexistence and is based on system level simu-

lations. On the other hand, since the capacity limits of the

coexisting LAA networks are still unclear, we develop in

this paper a theoretical network planning and optimization

framework. This framework is based on stochastic geometry,

a tool that allows for capturing the spatial randomness and the

physical layer characteristics using the signal-to-interference-

plus-noise ratio (SINR) [16]–[18]. The use of this tool over-

comes the limitations of the deterministic eNB topology and

that of the Wyner model [14], where the former requires

careful placement of cells resulting in large expenses for

network providers while the latter is not accurate enough when

modeling inter-cell interference [15].

We use the Newton-Raphson algorithm to efficiently assess

the developed framework of LAA network topologies, where

the input is the radio channel model, spatial location model,

channel access model, and cost model. The output will be a

set of optimized network topologies, where in our context,
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Fig. 1: Proposed Framework For LAA Network Deployment

optimization concerns the density of deployed base stations.

In summary, the contributions of the paper are as follows:

• Contributing to the fundamental understanding of coex-

istence of LAA operators who may be using the same

or different network configuration parameters and traffic

services.

• Developing a theoretical network planning and optimiza-

tion framework using stochastic geometry in contrast to

other methods that use system-level simulations.

• Providing efficient assessment of LAA network topolo-

gies and determining the optimal density of deployed base

stations to maximize performance or minimize cost.

II. OPTIMIZATION FRAMEWORK

Our goal in this work is to determine the smallest number

of eNBs necessary to satisfy a particular traffic demand. We

do this by using a theoretical framework based on stochastic

geometry in order to capture the performance resulting from

the coexistence of different LAA networks.

A. System Model

The mathematical framework we develop in this section al-

lows for capturing the statistical performance of the coexisting

networks. We describe the channel model, then the location

model, and finally, the access model for LTE LAA.

1) Radio Channel Model: We denote by l(d) the path loss

between the transmitter and the receiver which are separated

by a distance d. We use here a common free space path

loss model with reference distance of one meter for both

LAA links. Hence, l(d) = λc×dα

4π where λc represents the

wavelength and α is the path-loss exponent that depends on

the scenario considered. Furthermore, we assume that channels

are subject to i.i.d Rayleigh fading where each fading variable

is exponentially distributed with parameter μ.

2) Spatial Location Model: We consider mainly a scenario

in which three operators coexist in a single unlicensed

frequency band that has a bandwidth denoted by B. We

assume that each of the operators use LTE-LAA, but may

transmit different traffic types and may have different eNB

densities. The LTE eNBs are assumed to be low power small

cell (pico-cell or femto-cell) eNBs. We model the location of

eNBs having traffic for transmission and co-existing in the

same band, as realizations of three independent homogeneous

Poisson point processes (PPP) Φ on R
2. The LTE eNB process

for each operator is assumed to have persistent downlink

traffic, and hence, based on Slivnyak′s theorem [19], we

analyze the performance of a typical UE in the downlink

that is assumed to be at the origin. Each UE is associated

with its closest eNB, which provides the strongest average

received power. Given that each of ΦA, ΦB , and ΦC is a PPP

with intensities λA, λB , and λC respectively, the probability

density function (PDF) of the distance from the typical UE to

the tagged eNB in the downlink is fR(r) = 2πrλXe−λXπr2

where λX = λA, λB or λC accordingly.

3) Channel Access Model of LTE-LAA: We address a Load-

Based Equipment (LBE) based MAC protocol in our analysis

as in [20] [21]. In such a protocol, an LTE-LAA eNB performs

clear channel assessment (CCA) procedure, where the channel

is observed for at least 20 μs (Channel Observation Time,

COT ) to detect the presence of active transmitters for which

the received signal power exceeds a certain detection threshold

(TL). A channel is determined busy if the intending transmitter

detects another LTE signal above TL. If the channel is found

idle, the LTE eNB can transmit, but if it is busy, the LTE eNB

will then follow a random back-off period before transmission,

selected randomly from a contention window in the interval

[0; q] × COT . The q parameter is selected in the range [4;

32] and determines the priority for an LTE-LAA device to

access the medium. Throughout this study, we focus mainly

on the scenario where we have three coexisting LTE-LAA

networks for operators A, B, and C, each using a different

q parameter q
A

, q
B

, and q
C

depending on the transmitted

traffic type. We define the contender of an LTE eNB as

the other LTE eNBs from which the received power at the

former exceeds a threshold TL, where TLA, TLB , and TLC

correspond to the energy detection threshold of operators A,

B, and C respectively. Each LTE eNB has an independent

mark that represents the random back-off period, which is

uniformly distributed in the interval [0; q]. The eNB is retained

by the MAC protocol if it has a smaller timer (or back-off

period) than all of its contenders. A medium access indicator

is assigned to each LTE eNB, and is equal to one if the eNB is

allowed to transmit by the corresponding MAC layer protocol,

and zero otherwise.

B. Cost Model

The total cost Ctot,X , including annual capital expenditure

(CAPEX) and operational expenditure (OPEX), of the LAA

network of operator X in area A is given by:

Ctot,X = λXCXA (1)

where λXA is the intensity of the LAA network of operator

X in a total area A, while CX is the total cost of one cell.
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C. Performance Metrics And Optimization

In this section, we define the performance metrics that are

involved in the optimization problem. The main performance

metric is the density of successful transmissions (DST) that

depends on the medium access probability (MAP), and the

SINR coverage probability derived in [13]. On the other hand,

we define in Section III, the optimization problem and the

adopted solution.

1) Medium Access Probability: The medium access prob-

abilities of an LAA eNB for operators A, B, and C with con-

tention window sizes [0; q
A
], [0; q

B
], and [0; q

C
] respectively,

are given by:
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∫ ∞

0
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2) SINR Coverage Probability: Given that the tagged LAA

eNB is located at x0 = (r0, 0), the SINR coverage probability

of the typical UE at the origin with SINR threshold T in the

downlink is approximated as:
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Note that HN can be obtained using Eq. (2). Hence for

operators A, B, and C, the SINR coverage probability of the

typical UE is given by:
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where in general, NX(y, TL, r) can be calculated as:

NX(y, TLX , r) = λX

∫
R2\B(0,r)

exp
(− μTLX

PX
l(‖x− y‖))dx

Similarly, QX(x1, TL1, x2, TL2, r) can be computed using:
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∫
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)
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where NX(y, TLX) = NX(y, TLX , 0) and QX(z1, z2) =
QX(z1, TLX , z2, TLX , r).

3) Density of Successful Transmissions (DST): Given the

decoding SINR requirement T , the DST is defined as the mean

number of transmission links per unit area. We note that the

LAA link is only activated when the tagged eNB accesses the

channel, thus the DST for the LAA downlink is:

DX
suc(λA, λB , λC , T ) = λXE[eX0 ]P(SINRX

0 > T |eX0 = 1)
(7)

Based on that, we define the normalized DST as the probability

to have a successful transmission link, as follows:

dXsuc(λA, λB , λC , T ) = E[eX0 ]P(SINRX
0 > T |eX0 = 1)

(8)

D. Application to Topology Adaptation

The optimized eNB densities resulting from optimization

may be used either for planning LAA deployments, or with

the Cloud-Radio Access Network (C-RAN) framework [22] to

perform real-time cell switch-offs [23].

III. OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM FORMULATION AND

ADOPTED SOLUTION

Given a particular traffic type (voice, video, best effort, etc.),

we investigate first the scenario where the operator would like



Algorithm 1 Finding optimal operator density

require
Density of eNBs for other coexisting operators
Initial density of operator X: λX0

Maximum number of iterations: NIter

Define tolerance margin: ε
Outage probability: Pout // for (10)
procedure COMPUTE OPTIMAL λX

λXn
← λX0

while (NIter > 0) do

f ′(λXn) ←
∂

∂λX

(
dXsuc(λA, λB , λC , Tmin)

)∣∣∣∣
λX=λXn

f ′′(λXn) ←
∂2

∂λ2
X

(
dXsuc(λA, λB , λC , Tmin

)
)∣∣∣∣

λX=λXn

λXn+1 ← λXn − f ′(λXn)

f ′′(λXn)

P ← dXsuc(λA, λB , λC , Tmin
)

∣∣∣∣
λX=λXn+1

// To calculate optimal λX for (9)
if (λXn+1 − λXn < ε) then

λXoptimal
← λXn+1

Optimal normalized DST ← P return
else

λXn ← λXn+1

NIter ← NIter − 1 continue
end if
// To calculate optimal λX for (10)
if P ≥ (1− Pout) then

λXoptimal
← λXn+1

Ctot,X ← λXoptimal
× CeNB return

else
λXn

← λXn+1

NIter ← NIter − 1 continue
end if

end while
end procedure

to optimize the performance and has no constraints on the

cost. This allows for understanding the optimal performance

that can be achieved by different operators using optimal

eNB densities for various traffic scenarios. Hence, given the

minimum SINR decoding requirement Tmin, this can be

formulated as follows:

max dXsuc(λA, λB , λC , T )

s.t. T ≥ T
min

(9)

Then, we consider minimizing the cost for an LAA operator

to provide a particular outage probability Pout as follows:

min Ctot,X

s.t. dXsuc(λA, λB , λC , T ) ≥ λX(1− Pout)
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Fig. 2: Optimal λA that maximize the normalized DST of

operator A under different traffic scenarios.

& T ≥ T
min (10)

Since the function dXsuc(λA, λB , λC , Tmin
) is nonlinear, we

apply the practical and effective global optimization Newton-

Raphson technique [24] to find the optimal eNB densities

λXOptimal
that provide maximum performance Poptimal and

minimum total deployment cost for operator X, as in (9) and

(10) respectively.

IV. OPTIMIZATION RESULTS

Here, we utilize the developed optimization framework

to compute statistically optimized network topologies that

maximize the performance of a particular operator or minimize

the deployment cost under outage probability constraints. We

consider three coexisting LAA operators A, B, and C.

Moreover, we focus on a dense network deployment where

we vary the type of traffic transmitted by an operator, to show

the effect of eNB densities and traffic types on the optimal

performance or on the total deployment cost. The following

contention window parameters, qX = 3, 7, and 15 have been

used for voice (VO), video (VI), and best effort (BE) traffic

respectively, based on [25]. The Rayleigh fading parameter μ
is equal to 1, and we assume that the noise power is negligible

as compared to the interference power (σ2
N = 0). In addition,

we consider for demonstration a minimum decoding SINR

requirement Tmin = −2.6 dB for a QPSK modulation with a

coding rate of 1/8, according to [26].

We start by analyzing the impact of operator coexistence on

the optimal densities of eNBs. That is, we initially consider

the optimization problem in (9), where an operator wants

to maximize his density of successful transmissions, given a

minimum SINR requirement and that there are no constraints

on the deployment cost.

Fig. 2 shows the computed optimal eNB densities λA for

operator A versus the variation of densities λB and λC of oper-

ators B and C, respectively, while considering different traffic

scenarios. Since we focus on the effect of the variation of the
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Fig. 4: Optimal DST of operator A under different traffic

scenarios.

eNB densities and traffic types per operator, we adopted the

energy detection thresholds TLA = TLB = TLC = −72 dBm

and the eNB transmission power PA = PB = PC = 23 dBm.

The figure illustrates that when λB = λC = 150 eNBs/km
2
,

the optimal λA that maximizes the normalized DST in case

of all operators having voice traffic (VO/VO/VO) is 1140

eNBs/km2, which is relatively large as compared to 150

eNBs/km2. However, this corresponds to the density of eNBs

that allows operator A to utilize the maximum capacity avail-

able in the channel, which is demonstrated in Fig. 3 that plots

the normalized DST corresponding to the optimal λA values

in Fig 2. For example, in the case of VO/VO/VO scenario, the

normalized DST is 0.38 for (λA = 1140 eNBs/km2, λB =
150 eNBs/km2, λC = 150 eNBs/km2). That is, operator A

has to deploy λA = 1140 eNBs/km2 in order to achieve a

maximum of 433 successful transmission links per km2 with

a minimum decoding SINR requirement Tmin = −2.6 dB

as described earlier. We note that while the optimal λA that

is required for operator A to achieve maximum performance

increases for a particular traffic scenario as the densities of

the coexisting operators λB and λC increase (from Fig. 2),

Fig. 3 shows that when λB and λC increase, the maximum

normalized DST that can be achieved decreases.

Also, by analyzing Fig. 2, we can see that the minimum

optimal λA for different λB and λC values exists in the case

of VO/VI/BE (i.e., operator A has voice traffic). In this case,

based on the contention window parameters described earlier,

the voice traffic will have higher priority than video (VI) and

best effort (BE) traffic. This leads to savings in the deployment

cost for operator A, as compared to other traffic scenarios. On

the other hand, the optimal λA increases in case of VO/VO/VO

(same traffic type across operators) for different λB and λC

values, and it is higher in case where operator A has a traffic

type with a lower priority than that of the other operators

(VI/VO/BE or BE/VI/VO scenario).

From a different perspective, Fig. 3 shows that traffic

scenarios where operator A has higher priority traffic, e.g.

VO/VI/BE, the resulting normalized DST is the highest, al-

though a lower optimal λA is required as compared to other

traffic scenarios. The normalized DST starts to decrease as the

priority of traffic carried by operator A is equal to or less than

that of operators B and C.

Finally, we show in Fig. 4 the density of successful trans-

missions (DST) defined as the product of the optimal density

of eNBs λA and the normalized DST, shown in Figs. 2

and 3, respectively, computed for every (λB , λC) value. By

inspecting Fig. 4, we can realize that there are three interesting

trends. The first one is for the BE/VI/VO traffic where we

see that as λB and λC increase, the optimal DST of operator

A starts to decrease rapidly, although a higher density of

eNBs λA is being used as shown in Fig. 2. Using a similar

analysis, the second trend appears in case of VO/VO/VO

and VI/VO/BE, where the DST increases until it reaches a

maximum value, then starts decreasing even though a higher

density of eNBs λA is utilized, as shown in Fig. 2. Finally, the

third interesting trend appears in case of the VO/VI/BE traffic

scenario where we observe that as λB and λC increase, the

DST keeps on increasing. In this scenario, as the operator is

investing in installing additional eNBs, better performance is

achieved, which is not the case in the other traffic scenarios.

Next, we consider the optimization problem in (10) where

an operator is looking to minimize the deployment cost (or

number of deployed eNBs), subject to a minimum decoding

SINR requirement and outage probability constraint Pout. In

this problem, the operator is looking to deploy the minimal

density of eNBs that satisfies his Pout requirement. As Fig.

3 illustrates, the normalized DST has a maximum value of

0.42 in case of VO/VI/BE traffic, corresponding to a minimum

Pout = that is equal to 0.58. Similar calculations can be

done for the other traffic types, and so, we plot the minimum

densities λA required to satisfy Pout, as shown in Fig. 5,

where λB = λC = 150 eNBs/km2. By analyzing this
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Fig. 5: Optimal λA required to provide Pout for operator A

under different traffic scenarios.

figure, we see that for large Pout = 0.9, the optimal λA

needed to satisfy this Pout constraint is quite similar for all

traffic scenarios. However, as Pout decreases (and hence the

need for more coverage increases), the operators will require

more eNBs, where the difference between the optimal λA

required by different traffic scenarios becomes significant. For

example, by comparing the VO/VI/BE and the BE/VI/VO, we

observe that operator A can save about 150 eNBs/km2 in the

VO/VI/BE scenario, as compared to the BE/VI/VO scenario

for Pout = 0.7. This has a direct and significant impact on the

total deployment cost.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented and validated an optimiza-

tion framework based on stochastic geometry that allows an

operator to plan his deployment in case of three different

coexisting LAA networks in the unlicensed band. The devel-

oped framework allows the operator to compute optimized

eNB densities in order to maximize the performance, or

minimize the deployment cost under desired outage probability

constraints. Throughout the analysis, we used the density

of successful transmissions as a performance metric. Results

show the effect of the variation of eNBs and traffic types used

by the operators on the computed optimal density of eNBs. In

addition, the maximum capacity of the channel was presented

along with the minimum eNBs required for a target outage

probability where we showed the impact of traffic scenarios

on the deployment cost in terms of the extra number of eNBs

needed. In the future, this work can be extended by assuming

non-full buffer downlink traffic and by extending the number

of coexisting operators for more than three.
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